In previous work by the authors, new Mahonian statistics env, mad and mak were de ned on words and it was shown that env is equal to the classical statistic inv and that the triple statistics (des; mak; mad) and (exc; den; env) are equidistributed over any rearrangement class of words. Here, exc and des are the classical Eulerian statistics, while den is Denert's statistic. In addition, a bijection between the symmetric group and sets of weighted Motzkin paths was used to give a continued fraction expression for the generating function of (exc; inv) or (des; mad) on the symmetric group. These results are extended to the case in which the letters of the alphabet used are divided into two classes, large and small, with corresponding changes to the de nitions of the above statistics.
Theorem A. For all w 2 R(c), we have env w = inv w. Theorem B. The triples (des; mad; mak) and (exc; inv; den) are equidistributed on R(c).
In fact, a bijection W was constructed on R(c) such that for all w 2 R(c), (des; mad; mak) w = (exc; inv; den) W (w): In 1, 2, 4, 5], the statistics des, exc, maj, den and inv were extended to the case in which the letters in m] := f1; 2; : : : ; mg are divided into two classes. Namely, let k be a non-negative integer such that k m and put`= m?k. The letters 1, 2, . . . ,`are called small and the letters`+ 1, . . . , m are called large. In counting descents and excedances, one counts strict inequalities between small letters, but equalities and inequalities between large letters|see below for the details. Then k-extended statistics des k , exc k , maj k , den k and inv k are de ned, which reduce to their more familiar Eulerian and Mahonian counterparts in the case k = 0. Further, the pairs (des k ; maj k ) and (exc k ; den k ) are equidistributed on R(c). It is the purpose of this paper to k-extend the results of 3]. We will de ne statistics mad k , mak k and env k and prove the following results.
Theorem 1 For all w 2 R(c), we have env k w = inv k w. Theorem 2 The triples (des k ; mad k ; mak k ) and (exc k ; inv k ; den k ) are equidistributed on R(c).
We will begin by recalling the de nitions of k-descent and k-excedance from 1]. Let 1 i m and w = a 1 a 2 : : :a n 2 R(c). Let w = b 1 b 2 : : : b n be the non-decreasing rearrangement of w. It is convenient to introduce a new small letter such that`< <`+ 1, and to put w = a 1 a 2 : : :a n . Thus we write a n+1 = . ( The k-descent set of w, D k (w), is the set of k-descent places. The k-excedance set of w, E k (w), is the set of k-excedance places. This is a slight change of wording from 1].
De nition 3 The k-major index of w is De nition 4 inv k w = #f (i; j) j i < j; a j a i g + #f i j a i >`g; Imv k w = #f (i; j) j i < j; a i 6 a j g:
Here, #S denotes the number of elements in the set S. Let i 1 < i 2 < < i e be the increasing sequence of elements of E k (w) and let j 1 < j 2 < < j n?e be the increasing complementary sequence in n]. We form the excedance subword w E = a i 1 a i 2 : : :a ie and the non-excedance subword w N = a j 1 a j 2 : : : a jm?e of w. Put
that is, Ebot k w is the sum of the k-excedance places in w. We can write the de nition of den k w in a slightly di erent way, using the following de nition.
De nition 6 Let w = a 1 a 2 : : : a n be a word. If i is a k-excedance place in w then the k-imversion bottom number of i is the number of places j such that 1 j < i and a j 6 a i . If i is not a k-excedance place in w then the k-inversion top number of i is the number of places j such that i < j n + 1 and a j a i . The k-side number s i of i (in w) is the k-imversion bottom number or k-inversion top number of i as appropriate.
Clearly, the sum of the k-imversion bottom numbers for the letters in w E equals Imv k w E , while the sum of the k-inversion top numbers for the letters in w N equals inv k w N . We write For each letter a, we de ne the height of a in w as h k (a) = h k;w (a) = 1 + #f j j 1 j n; a j a g:
It is easy to see that i 2 E k (w) if and only if i < h k;w (a i ):
If 1 i n + 1, we de ne the value of the i-th letter in w by v k;i = v k;i (w) = #f j j j n + 1; a j < a i g + ( #f j j 1 j i; a j = a i g; if a i small; #f j j i j n; a j = a i g; if a i large.
Thus the height of a letter in a word is a function of the letter, not of its position in the word, whereas the value of a letter does depend on its position in the word. Hence we can strictly only speak of the value of a position in a word. We will normally supress the argument w to v k and h k .
Using the relation we can write v k;i = 1 + #f j j i < j n + 1; a j a i g + #f j j 1 j < i; a i 6 a j g: (1) Notice that the word v k (w) = v k;1 v k;2 : : :v k;n v k;n+1 is a permutation. In fact, our de nition of v k (w) amounts to \coding" w to a permutation by coding equal small letters from left to right and coding equal large letters from right to left. The equation
which is easily veri ed, is the motivation for this coding. Note that, if w 2 S n is a permutation and 1 i n, then
Example 2 For the word w = 2 4 4 1 3 1 1 3 considered in example 1 with k = 2, we have v 2 (w) = 4 9 8 1 7 2 3 6 5. Also h 2 (1) = 1, h 2 (2) = 4, h 2 (3) = 7 and h 2 (4) = 9.
2.2
The statistic env k Now we put Edif k w = Now, since i = #f j j j i g, it follows from equation (1) that
(#f j j n + 1 j > i; a j a i g ?#f j j j < i; a i a j g)
(#f j j n j > i; a j a i g ?#f j j j < i; a i a j g):
(4) Hence, comparing equations (3) and (4), we need only to show that X i2E k (w) #f j j i < j n; a j a i ; j 2 E k (w) g = X i2E k (w) #f j j j < i; a i a j g:
But each of the sums in the above equation is inv k w E ? .
2.3
The statistics mad k and mak k Let w = a 1 a 2 : : : a n be a word, with a n+1 as usual. By analogy with Ebot k w and Edif k w we put
and
De nition 8 Let w = a 1 a 2 : : : a n be a word. For 1 i n, the (right) kembracing number e i in w is e i = ( #f j j i < j n; a j+1 < a i a j g; if a i is small; #f j j i < j n; a j+1 a i < a j g; if a i is large.
The (right) k-embracing sum of w is Res k w = e 1 + + e n : Alternatively, we may if we wish de ne e i for both small and large letters a i by e i = #f j j i < j n; a j+1 a i ; a j 6 a i g: De nition 9 Let w = a 1 a 2 : : : a n be a word. The k-descent (j; a j ; a j+1 ) embraces a i if a j+1 a i and a j 6 a i .
So e i is the number of k-descents in w to the right of a i that embrace a i .
The statistics mad k and mak k can now be de ned as follows:
De nition 10 mad k w = Ddif k w + Res k w; mak k w = Dbot k w + Res k w: For k = 0 we have mad k = mad and mak k = mak as de ned in 3]. Note that, for any word w, it follows from Equation (2) and from
that mak k w = mak k v k (w): However, it is not in general true that mad k w = mad k v k (w).
In Section 3, we will produce a bijection k on S n such that, for all 2 S n , we have (des k ; mad k ; mak k ) = (exc k ; inv k ; den k ) k ( ): In Section 4, we extend the de nition of k to words, thereby proving Theorem 2. 3 The bijection for permutations Let = a 1 a 2 : : : a n 2 S n . Then the set of k-descents in equals the set of descents in . Hence Dbot k = Dbot and Ddif k = Ddif . Moreover, if (e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e n ) is the sequence of right k-embracing numbers of , the sequence of right embracing numbers of is (e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e n ; 0). Thus Res k = Res . Therefore (des k ; mad k ; mak k ) = (des; mad; mak) : (6) Further, since exc k = exc k e , where e = 1 2 : : :``+ 1 : : : n a 1 a 2 : : : a`a`+ 1 : : : a n and exc = exc f , where f = 1 2 : : :` `+ 1 : : : n ? 1 n a 1 a 2 : : : a`a`+ 1 a`+ 2 : : : a n ;
it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the k-excedances of and the excedances of . For, if a i = i >`then a i > i ? 1 . Thus the set of k-excedance places of equals the set of excedance places of and the set of k-excedance tops of equals the set of excedance tops of . (The corresponding equality does not hold for the excedance bottoms, but they play no explicit part in our statistics.) So Ebot k = Ebot and Edif k = Edif . Similarly, we have that Ine k = Ine , so that (exc k ; env k ; den k ) = (exc; env; den) :
In 3], a bijection was constructed on S n such that, for all 2 S n , (des; mad; mak) = (exc; env; den) ( ):
In order to prove Lemma 4 below, we brie y describe the bijection . Let F, F 0 , G and G 0 denote respectively the sets of descent bottoms, descent tops, non descent bottoms and non descent tops for . Let f and g be the non-decreasing words formed from the letters of F and G respectively. Let f 0 and g 0 be the words formed from the letters of F 0 and G 0 respectively, whose imversion bottom and inversion top numbers respectively are the embracing numbers of those letters in . Form the biword = f j g f 0 j g 0 :
Then the columns to the left of the bar are excedances, while those to the right are non-excedances. Finally, rearrange the columns of so that its rst row is increasing and read o the permutation ( ) from the second row. The bijection has the following property.
Lemma 4 Let = a 1 a 2 : : :a n 2 S n and let ( ) = b 1 b 2 : : : b n . Then b n = a n .
(That is, the bijection xes the last letter of a permutation.)
Proof: Let = a 1 a 2 : : :a n 2 S n . Clearly, a n is a non-descent top and its (right) embracing number is zero. Hence a n will be a letter in g 0 and all the non-descent top letters smaller than a n will be to the left of a n in g 0 . It remains to show that any non-descent top letter larger than a n will not be the rightmost letter in g 0 . If a i (i < n) is a non-descent top letter larger than a n , then there is a letter a j (i < j < n) such that a i < a j (hence a j > a n ), for, otherwise, a i would be a descent top. Let a j be the smallest such letter. Thus a i > a j+1 and the embracing number of a i must be larger than or equal to 1. This proves that a i cannot be the rightmost letter in g 0 .
Hence we de ne a bijection k on S n by 7 ! 7 ! ( ) = 0 7 ! 0 ;
where 0 is a permutation. It follows from Equations (6), (7) and (8) and Theorem 1 that (des k ; mad k ; mak k ) = (exc k ; inv k ; den k ) k ( ): (9) This proves Theorem 2 in the case of permutations, that is, if all c i 1.
We note for future reference that k satis es a stronger property than that speci ed in equation (9), namely that the set of k-excedance places of k ( ) equals the set of k-descent bottoms of , the set of k-excedance tops of k ( ) equals the set of k-descent tops of and the sequence of k-side numbers s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n of k ( ) is a permutation of the sequence of k-embracing numbers e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e n of . 
By equation (2), we have D k ( ) = D k (w), and moreover the sequence of kembracing numbers of equals the sequence of k-embracing numbers of w. By the remark following the proof of equation (9), it follows that the set of k-excedance places of 0 equals the set of k-descent bottoms of w, the set of k-excedance tops of 0 equals the set of k-descent tops of w and that the sequence of k-side numbers of 0 is a permutation of the sequence of k-embracing numbers of w.
To complete the proof of equation (10), we must look in more detail at the construction of k;W , derived from the construction of given above. Let F, F 0 , G and G 0 denote respectively the sets of descent bottoms, descent tops, non descent bottoms and non descent tops for . We note that each of the above sets is the image under v k of the corresponding k-set for w . Let f and g be the nondecreasing words formed from the letters of F and G respectively. Let f 0 and g 0 be the words formed from the letters of F 0 and G 0 respectively, whose imversion bottom and inversion top numbers respectively are the embracing numbers of those letters in , that is, the k-embracing numbers of the corresponding letters in w. Form To complete the proof, we must show that k;W is a bijection. The proof is not essentially di erent from that presented in 3] for the mapping W , that is, for the case k = 0, but for completeness we set down the proof here.
It clearly su ces to show that k;W is an injection. Suppose that for words w 1 and w 2 we have w t 7 ! t = v k (w t ) 7 ! 0 t = ( k ) 7 ! w 0 for t = 1; 2. Since the map w t 7 ! 0
